THE 4.30 ZONE – WELLINGTON HIGH SCHOOL vs TITANIUM

VS
Lucy Edwards, Jack Comer-Hudson, Eddyn

Matt (from The Edge), Andrew and TK.

Perkins-Treacher

Monday 15th September
Three games are played today…
‘Best Kept Secret’ where the teams are given a secret about a member of the apposing
team and they have to guess whose secret it is.
‘Kiwiana Quickfire’ a New Zealand general knowledge round.
‘Who Am I’ where five clues are given about a famous New Zealander and the quicker a
team correctly identifies who is being described, the more points they get.

Tuesday 16th September
‘My Jam’ teams are played five second snippets of songs and music videos with distorted
picture and audio, and they have to be the first to guess the artist who is singing – bonus
points are awarded for also correctly identifying the name of the song played.

Wednesday 17th September
‘Code Cracker’ In this high-pressure maths game one team member is given a three-digit
code, and they have to create as many news codes as they can in 40 seconds by moving
digits up or down based on instructions from Michael.

Thursday 18th September
‘Memes, Vines, Grams and Tweets’ This game tests our team's memory and perception,
using meme pictures, Vine videos, Instagram snaps and celebrity Tweets, often with a New
Zealand-connection.

Friday 19th September
Two games are played today, the first is ‘Orders Up’, where teams have to put six images in
order from highest to lowest (eg – putting pictures of six All Blacks in order from the most to
least number of test caps).
‘Would You Rather’ This is a test of how well teams know our audience. We posed a series
of 'would you rather' questions to hundreds of our audience members, and teams have to
guess which of the two options our audience would most rather do. Bonus points are
awarded for also correctly guessing the percentage of those polled who selected the most
popular option.

